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We are delighted to introduce to you our recently-
appointed CEO, Dr Ayotunde Coker, who took up 
his role on July 1 2022. Dr Coker has held senior 
positions with a variety of international organisations 
in Europe, Asia, USA and Africa, giving him a unique 
perspective on leadership of a multi-national data 
centre business. For the last eight years he has been 
CEO and Managing Director of Rack Centre, building 
it into a household name in West Africa and a leading 
data centre brand in Africa. Prior to that, he worked 
as MD/CEO of Emerging Markets Payments, West 
Africa, repositioning the business as a top brand in its 
market, and before that as Group CIO of Access Bank. 

"Building Africa’s digital infrastructure is my passion. 
I am delighted to lead OADC in building carrier-neutral 
interconnected data centres to cater to hyperscale, cloud, 
content companies, telcos and ISPs and enterprise businesses. 
I am excited at this opportunity and very much looking 
forward to the journey and working with the outstanding 
leadership team."

Asked about his remit and key objectives as the first CEO of 
OADC, he explained that he plans to oversee a culture of highly 
efficient infrastructure deployment, operational excellence and 
the delivery of outstanding customer experience in meeting 
the growing demand for hyperscale core to edge data centres. 

He envisages OADC expanding its influence and capability not just in Africa’s established data centre 
markets such as South Africa and Nigeria but also in other countries where efficient edge data centres 
are required. 

To achieve the key objectives, his plan involves setting "new standards for integrated, interconnected 
infrastructure service delivery to global and African companies on the continent.” He continued, “The 
rollout of 5G will bring further data centre demands, requiring an extension of data storage, processing 
and delivery across a core-to-edge ecosystem of interconnected edge data centres that will underpin 
efficient delivery of 5G solutions throughout the network." 

Data centres have become instrumental in driving the adoption of network and latency dependent 
solutions such as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Big Data. OADC intends to make a lasting impact on 
the data centre landscape in major African markets in West, Southern and East Africa, having already 
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Ayotunde’s biography
Dr Ayotunde Coker is one of the leading players in the development of 
the data centre industry in Africa and is Chairperson of influential industry 
group, the Africa Data Centres Association.

Before joining OADC as Chief Executive Officer, Dr Coker led Rack Centre 
to becoming a household name in Nigeria and a leading brand in Africa, 
with global recognition and numerous prestigious international awards.

Throughout a distinguished international career as a technology and 
business leader, Dr Coker has held senior positions in finance, energy, 
management consulting and UK Government. He holds an MSc from 
Cranfield Institute of Technology and a PhD (Honoris Causa) from ESCAE 
University. His achievements have been recognised by numerous awards, 
including the Distinguished Manufacturing Alumni Award (Cranfield Institute 
of Technology) 2020, and in the same year, he was recognised as one of the 
Global Top 30 Edge Computing Leaders by Data Economy Magazine.

established its presence in South Africa and Nigeria. Dr Coker says that whilst Africa has strong regional 
data centre companies, no truly vendor-neutral pan-African offering exists currently as a single brand, 
positioned to build the  comprehensive pan-Africa relationships with global and African companies; 
Cloud, content, Hyperscalers and African corporates. He sees it as a challenge OADC must tackle in the 
coming years; by addressing this demand, OADC will establish itself as the pan Africa market leader.

Opportunities visible to Dr Coker in the African market going forward include recent developments in 
the creation of the AfCFTA free trade single market in Africa, which will change the landscape for digital 
infrastructure. The Africa Union’s 2020 – 2030 Strategy—aspires to establish a single pan-Africa digital 
market by 2030. In particular, Dr Coker says, "OADC must be active in playing its part in achieving the 
African potential and market growth through delivery of its vision." 

He believes it is vital to achieve the infrastructure build efficiencies and agility in varying and challenging 
construction environments across the continent; "achieving the desired price points for the cost of 
power generation will require significant innovation and building the required human capacity, and talent 
pool are critical challenges. We will continue to advocate for progressive regulatory environments for the 
entire ecosystem to do its bit in building the Africa digital infrastructure."

A new chapter in OADC’s young history is beginning. Dr Coker’s extensive experience will guide the 
company through the challenges and opportunities in the African market to deliver its vision of enabling 
Africa’s digital ecosystem, driving economic growth and enriching society. 



• Core-to-edge architecture consolidates edge computing, edge data centres and hyperscale connectivity 
within a single ecosystem, OADC EDGE 

• Supports 5G rollout and extension of Internet Service Provider (ISP) and fibre operator infrastructure 
into new locations 

• Underpins deployment of low-latency applications and extends data storage, processing and content delivery 
to the network edge

• By the end of Q3 edge DCs will be live, growing to 100 by early 2023

Open Access Data Centres (OADC) recently made a number of key announcements, including a new 3MW 
core data centre in Rondebosch, Cape Town: the deployment of the continent’s first large-scale, open-access 
edge data centre ecosystem, OADC EDGE, and the deployment of a further nine EDGE data centres (DCs) in 
South Africa.

By consolidating edge computing, edge DCs and hyperscale connectivity within a single ecosystem, OADC 
has rapidly established an environment that enables 5G operators, ISPs and fibre providers across South Africa 
to quickly and cost-effectively extend network reach into new markets to take advantage of business growth 
opportunities.

Integral to OADC's core-to-edge, open-access DC offering is the establishment of core DCs in major South 
African city, supplementing its EDGE DC rollout – in total, representing the largest deployment of open-access 
DCs on the continent.

Over 20 OADC EDGE DCs are already live in South Africa, offering colocation, rooftop access and high-speed 
network interconnectivity between facilities at up to 100Gbps and on multiple routes for diversity. Rollout 
continues into key connectivity hubs, with new 2-3MW, Tier-III OADC facilities coming online over the rest of 
2022 and more than 100 OADC EDGE DCs expected to be live by early 2023. This is the first step in a wider 
rollout of OADC EDGE across Africa, with Nigeria expected to be the next country to benefit later this year.

Largest Open-Access Edge Data Centre Deployment in Africa
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Durban / Lagos Updates 
Durban
• Phase 1 fit-out complete: 2Africa CLS

• Phase 2 fit-out underway, client access from 
August 2022

In April 2022, OADC completed the 2Africa cable 
landing station in Duban, housing the Amanzimtoti 
branch of the 2Africa submarine cable within its 
OADC Durban data centre. OADC Durban is a Tier 
III open-access, carrier-neutral data centre that in 
additional to tailored colocation, cross-connects, 
peering, etc. also offers direct international 
connectivity to the world via the 2Africa subsea cable, 
and exceptional connectivity into South Africa's 
terrestrial fibre network, including direct access to 
the 1,700km NLD5 and NLD6 terrestrial fibre routes 
between Durban and Cape Town and the NLD1 fibre 
route direct to Johannesburg.

Phase 2 of the build, adding more colo capability 
across the site, commenced in July and will complete 
by October 2022. Designed to deliver an unparalleled 
client experience, when fully operational this world-
class facility will deliver 4,200m² of flexible space, 
supporting 2,200m² of IT white space and A-grade 
tech park office space.

Lagos
• Phase 1 - Equiano CLS - ready

• When fully completed, OADC Lagos will support 
up to 20MW site power load across more than 
7,200 square metres of white space – sufficient for 
up to 3,275 racks

• Phase 2 fit-out underway; client access from 
October 2022

On June 4 2022, WIOCC & OADC completed the 
landing in Nigeria, of Google's state-of-the-art 
Equiano subsea cable, directly into its flagship OADC 
Lagos data centre in Lekki, Lagos. The cable will 
be critical in meeting Nigeria's current and future 
international connectivity demands. 

With a design capacity roughly 20 times larger 
than any other cable currently serving the region, 
the Equiano subsea internet cable will directly 
impact connectivity, resulting in faster internet 
speeds, reduced internet prices and improved user 
experience in Nigeria. 

As the landing point for the cable, no other operator 
will be able to match WIOCC's capability for direct 
connection into Equiano. Data centre fit-out is well 
underway, and is expected to be completed in 
October 2022.



Email: enquiries@openaccessdc.net

Web: www.openaccessdc.net
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